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Sorcererâ€™s Apprentice opens with Amy Wallaceâ€™s first meeting with Carlos Castaneda, the
infamous anthropologist-turned-shaman, whose books described meetings with Yaqui Indian
spiritual teacher don Juan. Castanedaâ€™s rise was meteoric in the late 1960s as he wrote massive
bestsellers, inspired many to experiment with psychedelics, and was dubbed â€œthe Godfather of
the New Age.â€• The possibility that Castanedaâ€™s experiences may have been fabricated did little
to compromise his legend.As the daughter of best-selling novelist Irving Wallace, Amy was rarely
shy around famous people. When her father insisted she meet Castaneda, she at first demurred.
Little did she know that a delightful first meeting would begin a 20-year friendship, followed by her
descent into the dramatic and deeply troubled affair chronicled in this book. Sorcererâ€™s
Apprentice unblinkingly reveals the inner workings of the â€œCult of Carlos,â€• run by a charismatic
authoritarian in his sixties who controlled his young female followers through emotional abuse, mind
games, bizarre rituals, dubious teachings, and sexual excess. Wallaceâ€™s story is both specific
and universal, a captivating cautionary tale about the dangers of giving up oneâ€™s power to a
tyrantâ€“and about surviving assaults on body and spirit.
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This is a strange personal account of an enduring relationship between one of the world's most
mysterious and famous shamans in the last two centuries, and a young and sensitive woman, the
daughter of a popular author, Irving Wallace, and her attempt to honestly relate the insanity, trauma
and psychological abuse that those who've had the misfortune of belonging to a genuine cult, will
understand all too well.The texts of Carlos Castaneda have influenced and continue to affect
millions of reader's across the world. Regardless if these books are pure fabrication or the literal
truth is somewhat irrelevant: the philosophy of the Way of the Warrior, opening awareness to things
and events in the world, that we normally do not see, the notion that there is a path to "true"
knowledge, and a prescribed method to "total freedom", is an alluring proposal.Most of us living our
mundane day-to-day lives, getting up every day to just make a living, the idea that there is "magic"
in the world, and that it can be tapped and used for self betterment is compelling, and touched the
60's generation at exactly the right time. As most readers of Castaneda well know, his philosophy is
anti-authority, breaking from the chains of our incessant social conditioning, (smashing the ego to
bits) and becoming the beings we were meant to be - warriors of impeccability. Nonetheless, the
proof is in our actions, our fruits, which begs the question, has anyone, including Castaneda,
achieved the warrior's goal, and leaped into the abyss of infinity with her/his eyes wide open? After
reading Amy Wallace's book, a nagging doubt remains.It is without question that Castaneda was a
highly charismatic and enormously persuasive individual.
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